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 Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabia has announced it will lift the temporary travel ban and resume all 

international flights, the Saudi Press Agency reported on Friday citing a statement from the Ministry 

of Interior, The move, which will come into force on March 31, 2021, includes the following 

measures: 

o 1. Citizens will be allowed to travel outside the Kingdom and come back. 

o 2. The temporary ban on international flights will be lifted. 

o 3. All air, sea, and land borders will reopen. 

 Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabia has reopened its airspace and land and sea border to Qatar as of Monday 

04 Jan 2021. 

 Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabia has launched a digital “health passport,” available through the Ministry of 

Health’s Tawakkalna app. The ‘passport’ will contain a registry of an individual’s vaccination against 

the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) and confirmation that the individual is immune to the virus, but 

as per as post on the official Tawakalna app Twitter page read: “At the present time, a health 

passport is not a requirement for travel. Some countries may impose requirements related to taking 

the vaccine in the future 

 Saudi Arabia: The International Air Transport Association (IATA), classifies global passports 

according to the number of destinations that holders can access without a prior visa, as the Saudi 

passport came in 66th place and that allows its holder to enter 79 countries without prior visas.  

 KSA/Amsterdam: As per KLM Airline there is new direct flights from Riyadh to Amsterdam starting 

from 11th Jan 2021 Twice a week. 

 Sri Lanka/KSA: Sri Lankan Airlines will resume flight operations to Dammam every Wednesday 

effective of 13 Jan 21 till 27 Jan 21. (UL1507 CMB-OMM-CMB) 

 UAE/Oman: Oman has been included in the UAE’s updated list of countries where travelers can 

enter the Emirates without the need for quarantine. 

 Qatar: Qatar Airways announce it will resume flights to Saudi Arabia, starting with services to Riyadh 

on Monday 11 January 2021, followed by Jeddah on Thursday 14 and Dammam on Saturday 16 

January, Qatar Airways flights will start with a daily service to Riyadh, four flights a week to Jeddah 

and daily flights to Dammam. 

 Egypt: Marriott International has announced the opening of the St. Regis Cairo Hotel this week. 

 Saudi Arabia: Saudi Airlines (Saudia) will operate flights from/To Riyadh and Jeddah to Doha in 

Qatar, starting from Monday 11 Jan 2021, as per the below schedule. 
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